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The Fresh-slice technique improved the performance of several Self-Amplified Spontaneous Emis-
sion Free-Electron laser schemes by granting selective control on the temporal lasing slice without
spoiling the other electron bunch slices. So far, the implementation required a special insertion
device to create the beam yaw, called dechirper. We demonstrate a novel scheme to enable Fresh-
slice operation based on electron energy chirp and orbit dispersion that can be implemented at any
free-electron laser facility without additional hardware.

X-ray free-electrons lasers (XFEL) are the brightest X-
ray light sources for scientific applications [1, 2]. With
their high-intensity photon pulses, XFELs have been
used in a broad range of scientific experiments in the
physical [3], chemical [4], life [5] and material sciences [6].
X-ray FEL machines were initially designed to produce a
single X-ray pulse with a duration ranging from tens to
hundreds of femtoseconds. Recently, in an effort to sat-
isfy the requirements of the wide scientific community,
FEL X-ray shaping has been an active field of investi-
gation. Ultra-short pulses are produced to exploit the
probe before destroy principle for single-particle imag-
ing [7, 8] and femtosecond X-ray crystallography [9] with
an array of techniques [10–15]. Few femtoseconds intense
pulses can be produced with multi-stage Fresh-slice am-
plification [16] and are suitable for creating double core-
hole states [17] and to reveal a variety of non-linear phe-
nomena when intense X-ray pulses interact with atoms
and molecules [3, 18], including stimulated emission [19].
X-ray pump, X-ray probe experiments (see for exam-
ple [20, 21]) were enabled by double-pulse schemes [22–
26]. Narrow bandwidth and spectral stability granted
by the self-seeding schemes [27, 28] were used to study
the dynamics of warm dense matter system [29] and for
X-ray absorption spectroscopy [30].

The recent demonstration of the Fresh-slice [26] tech-
nique enabled or improved the performance of many
aforementioned schemes. The Fresh-slice scheme grants
control over the temporal slice lasing in each undulator
section by manipulating the orbits of individual slices.
A device imparts a time-dependent kick to the electrons
causing the bunch slices to travel on monotonically in-
creasing oscillating trajectories in the strong focusing lat-
tice. In an undulator section, the sustained coherent in-
teraction between a microbunched beam and the elec-
tromagnetic field is not preserved for a large oscillatory
orbit[10, 31], and therefore the lasing slice can be selected
as the one travelling on a straight orbit.

Unlike other techniques [11–13], the lasing-suppressed
slices retain full lasing capability to be exploited in down-
stream undulator sections. In two-color modes higher
power and enhanced pulse customizability were demon-
strated. Three fully saturated X-ray pulses of differ-
ent colors were produced for the first time. High power

single-coherent spikes were demonstrated in a multi-stage
scheme [16], and by using additional cascaded ampli-
fication stages terawatt powers could be reached [32].
Combined with self-seeding, the Fresh-slice technique im-
proved the achievable power in the hard X-rays [33]. It is
planned to be used for harmonic lasing at the LCLS [34]
and to produce double sub-femtosecond pulses [35].

The Fresh-slice technique has been demonstrated by
tailoring the electron bunch with a temporal-transverse
correlation and subsequent fine bunch orbit control in the
undulator line. Alternatively, a scheme based on time-
dependent matching rather than orbit has been proposed
[36, 37], which exploits the transverse focusing term of
the dechirper [37]. At the LCLS the temporal-transverse
correlation is imparted by the strong transverse wakefield
of a dechirper [38–40] providing sufficient beam yaw for
the lasing suppression. Alternatively, a quadrupole mag-
net in a dispersive area and transverse deflecting cavi-
ties were also proposed to induce the required beam yaw
[31, 41, 42].

This Letter describes the first demonstration of a
Fresh-slice scheme based on electron energy chirp and
orbit dispersion. In contrast to other Fresh-slice imple-
mentations, the presented one does not require any spe-
cial insertion device and therefore can be used at any
existing XFEL facility without the installation of addi-
tional hardware. Dispersion-based Fresh-slice represents
a viable solution for future high-repetition rate machines
where dechirper based schemes may suffer from the vio-
lation of beam stay clear requirements [43] and excessive
heating on the dechirper jaws. Furthermore, provided
a linearly energy chirped electron bunch in the disper-
sive area, the induced beam yaw is linear granting more
uniform pulse durations in double-pulse modes. This
pulse length uniformity is important for non-linear two-
photon-two-color interactions as the shorter pulse limits
the overlap. Furthermore, the longer pulse limits the
temporal resolution for any x-ray pump y-ray probe and
x-ray probe x-ray probe experiments therefore making
it more suited for this experiments than the dechirper
based Fresh-slice scheme.

Similar to the dechirper-based method, the disper-
sion one does not suffer from beam arrival time to
radio-frequency phase jitter, which is a limitation of the
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FIG. 1. a) Schematic experimental setup for the LCLS. The electrons coming from the linac (left) are over-compressed in the last
bunch compressor, followed by the last linac section adding both energy and chirp, which is followed by the dogleg, containing two
tweaker quadrupole magnets (magenta) to control dispersion, followed by an orbit bump (blue) and the undulators (red/black).
A transverse deflector following spectrometer allows direct longitudinal phase space measurements. b): Dispersion (filled, gray)
within the undulator with 4 different selected orbits leading to selective lasing within the electron beams shown in c). Electron
beam energy: 10.1 GeV, charge: 185 pC.

radio-frequency transverse deflecting cavity implementa-
tion. Finally, the presented scheme stabilizes FEL ra-
diation wavelength granting an advantage over compet-
ing schemes when generating a single short pulse from
a long electron bunch. This could lead to an improved
usage of stochastic stimulated x-ray Raman spectroscopy
[44] and easier data sorting for serial fs crystallography
[45]. Furthermore, the energy stabilization could also
lead to improved Fresh-slice self-seeding performance as
the bandwidth stability is believed to be one of the lim-
iting factors.

In the dispersion based Fresh-slice scheme presented
here, the beam yaw required to select lasing slices is cre-
ated by controlling the dispersion in a beam with large
energy chirp. Fig. 1.a illustrates a schematic drawing
of the LCLS with parts relevant to the demonstrated
scheme. The electron bunch is accelerated in the linac
sections (orange) and compressed in two bunch com-
pressors (BCs). Over-compressing the electron bunch
within the last BC flip the sign of the energy chirp.
The longitudinal wakefields of the third section of the
linac further increase the energy chirp when operating
in over-compression mode, allowing to generate energy
chirps well above 1%, the size commonly used for large-
bandwidth lasing. The over-compressed bunch then tra-
verses a dispersive dogleg section with two dispersion
tweaker quadrupoles to manipulate the dispersion. In
a dispersive section, particles with different longitudinal
momentum travel on different transverse orbits. When
passing the quadrupoles, the electrons receive a trans-
verse kick depending on their transverse trajectory. For

an electron bunch with an energy chirp traveling through
a dispersive section this is a mean to introduce a time
dependent kick, which then translates into a beam yaw
through betatronic phase advance. The amount of beam
yaw can be controlled by increasing either the energy
chirp or dispersion.

LCLS is equipped with a pair of quadrupole magnets to
finely control dispersion in amplitude and phase in both
bunch compressors and the final dogleg. Alternatively,
the dispersion was controlled by orbit bumps after the
final dogleg. Hereby the dispersion was manipulated by
introduction of an orbit offset within strong quadrupole
magnets. This method has the added benefit of not al-
tering transverse matching and therefore not requiring
rematching.

Finally, the bunch enters the undulator line, which is
split in three sections separated by magnetic chicanes
introduced for self-seeding schemes [27, 28, 46]. In addi-
tion, there is a pair of orthogonal orbit correctors between
each undulator segment to control the orbit position and
angle. Only electrons traveling on axis through the undu-
lator contribute to lasing, so selection of the lasing slice
is done by setting a proper electron bunch orbit in the
undulator line (Fig. 1.b). Steering the orbit within the
undulator line enables selection of different lasing slices
for different sections (Fig. 1.c).

Since different slices have different electron energies,
they lase at different colors, so two-color double pulses
with a wide range of color separation can be produced
by changing the orbit between undulator sections. The
time difference between the photon pulses is mainly con-
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trolled by a magnetic chicane located between the un-
dulator sections, which delays the arrival of the lasing
electron slice in the downstream undulator section with
respect to the upstream generated photon pulse (See also
Fig. 4.a). When a slice on the bunch tail is used to
produce the X-ray pulse in the upstream undulator sec-
tion, then the delay between the pulses can be scanned
smoothly through the time coincidence. Instead, if the
pulse produced in the upstream undulator section is on
the bunch head there is a minimum delay of ten to few
tens of femtoseconds between the two pulses. Thus, if
pulse overlap, or scanning in the first few femtoseconds
delay range is required for an experiment, then the pos-
sible photon energy range at LCLS is asymmetric, with
the pulse produced from the bunch tail (pump) ranging
from the same wavelength to −4% compared to the pulse
produced from the bunch head (probe).

Inherent to the dispersion based Fresh-slice scheme is
a stable FEL radiation wavelength, which is not affected
by the electron bunch energy jitter as long as the jit-
ter is smaller than the unsuppressed FEL bandwidth,
which is normally given. For this specific experiment by
more than one order of magnitude. For a SASE FEL,
the radiated photon energy is proportional to the square
of the electron energy, leading to a relative photon en-
ergy jitter twice the relative electron energy jitter. Using
the dispersion based Fresh-slice scheme, the lasing slice
is selected as the one traveling on a straight line in the
undulator line, which corresponds to an electron bunch
slice with defined energy. Therefore, the electron bunch
shot-to-shot energy jitter causes a jitter in the position
of the lasing slice instead of a radiation wavelength jit-
ter. This is a valuable feature unique to the presented
method. For instance, in the dechirper-based Fresh-slice
the lasing slice is selected as a bunch slice having a de-
fined temporal coordinate within the bunch [26] and the
lasing wavelength is thus sensitive to electron energy jit-
ter. For a slotted-foil pulse duration control scheme [12],
energy selection occurs in the second bunch compressor,
but energy jitter can still be added in the third linac
section and thus influence radiation wavelength.

The demonstration of selective lasing control was per-
formed at the LCLS in over-compression mode for several
energies. The electron bunch was operated at nominal
charge of 250 pC at the injector and collimated to 180 pC
at the first bunch compressor [47]. For soft x-rays, the
electron bunch energy was 5680 ± 3.1 (rms) MeV and a
photon energy jitter of 0.08% was measured.

For the experiments presented in this Letter, the undu-
lator orbit was set by manipulating multiple correctors in
the undulator line, and just upstream from the undula-
tor line. The target orbit was chosen by scaling the orbit
recorded after a perturbation of the tweaker quadrupole
magnet with the transverse orbit feedbacks turned off.
The amount of scaling required for lasing on a particular
slice was determined empirically by observing the lasing
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FIG. 2. Left: Uniform lasing. Right: Fresh-slice lasing. a,
b) Longitudinal electron phase space after the undulator. c,
d): Photon power calculated by energy loss (∆, green) and
slice energy spread (σ, red) overlaid over the current profile
(grey). e, f) Single shot (brown) and average (cyan) pho-
ton spectrum. g) Dispersion within the undulator created by
scanning the second tweaker quadrupole magnet within the
dog leg. Electron charge 180 pC, electron energy 5.68 GeV,
mean photon energy 1.5 keV.

footprint of the time-resolved electron bunch phase space
downstream of the undulator line.

Comparing the time-resolved electron bunch energy
spaces downstream of the undulator line (Fig. 2(a,b))
reveals that both setups have the same amount of elec-
tron energy loss, which indicates that FEL power was not
altered by the Fresh-slice scheme. The X-ray power tem-
poral profile (Fig. 2(c,d)) was measured by analyzing the
time-resolved electron phase-space lasing-on footprints
compared to the lasing-off ones [48]. The FEL process
increases both the slice energy spread and decreases the
slice centroid energy. The temporal profile of the pho-
ton pulse was estimated independently with both of the
quantities.

The measurement based on the energy spread increase
in red agrees well with the one based on the slice energy
losses in blue. These measurements show how the X-ray
pulse duration is reduced through the Fresh-slice scheme.
Comparing single-shot or average spectra for each setup
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(Fig. 2(e,f)) as measured at the soft X-ray experimental
station with a grating spectrometer [49, 50] shows that
the Fresh-slice scheme also narrows the spectral width of
the X-ray pulse. Fig. 2.g shows the dispersion within the
undulator by scanning a tweaker quadrupole within the
dogleg. Together with the energy chirp this is a measure-
ment of the off-axis oscillation amplitude of individual
slices.

To further investigate the spectral stability of the
scheme, we compared the setup in standard over-
compression mode (low dispersion) to Fresh-slice mode
(high dispersion). Fig. 3(a) displays the ratio between
photon energy jitter and electron bunch energy jitter as
function of the dispersion in Genesis [51] simulations and
measurements. It shows that for large absolute dispersion
values, corresponding to Fresh-slice mode, the photon
wavelength is stable while there is no wavelength stabi-
lization for low dispersion values. Next, two experimental
operating points were considered, one with minimal dis-
persion and one with large dispersion (Fig. 3(b)). Com-
paring the average photon spectra as function of elec-
tron bunch energy shows a stable wavelength and narrow
bandwidth for large dispersion, while at low dispersion
the wavelength is energy dependent and spectral band-
width is wide.

Looking at the electron orbit position within the undu-
lator line for shots at higher or lower than target electron
energy (Fig. 3.e) we observe that the orbit shifts in high
dispersion mode while it remains constant for the low dis-
persion mode. This orbit shift inherent to the Fresh-slice
mode results in selection of a different lasing slice and
thereby corrects for the offset in electron bunch energy,
leading to the observed spectral stability.

To further explore the capabilities of the method, a
two-color scheme with dispersion-based Fresh-slice was
developed. A first color was produced on the bunch core
in the first undulator section, before the second chicane of
the LCLS undulator line. Downstream of the chicane the
orbit was manipulated to lase on a slice toward the bunch
tail. We repeated the experiment for two different slices
on the bunch tail while keeping the first color constant.
Fig. 4.a shows the position of the bunch orbit center of
mass throughout the undulator. In the first undulator
section, the lasing slice is on the bunch core, so the orbit
does not oscillate, while in the second undulator section
the lasing slice is distant from the bunch core which is
visible by the oscillation of the orbit. Selecting a lasing
slice closer to the bunch core (green) requires an orbit
with lower oscillation amplitude while a lasing slice more
distant to the core (red) needs higher amplitude. Using
the slice closer to the bunch core (blue) resulted in an
energy separation between the two colors of ∼ 30 eV
(Fig. 4.b green) while using the slice more distant to the
core (red) produced X-rays with a separation of ∼ 60 eV.
This corresponds to a relative energy separation of 4%,
which is the widest relative color separation of photon
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FIG. 3. a) Spectral stability of the photon beam for mea-
surement (red), genesis [51] simulation of it (blue) and an
idealized case (green) without dispersion in the orthogonal to
the measurement plane. c, d) Spectral measurements of two
dispersion settings (marked grey area). The spectra are av-
eraged and binned by electron energy. b) Histogram showing
the energy distribution of the measured pulses. e) The av-
eraged electron orbits for both one high and low energy bin
(marked in histogram middle/left). For the low dispersion
case both orbits are on top of each other. Electron Energy:
5.68 GeV, photon energy: 1.5 keV. Electron beam was kicked
after undulator 25 to preserve suppression.

pulses at LCLS observed in any two-color mode so far.

The temporal delay between the photon pulses initially
depends on the temporal distance between the selected
lasing slices and slippage, but it can be adjusted by a
time delay introduced at the magnetic chicane located
between undulator sections. Therefore, the temporal de-
lay between pulses is virtually independent of the chosen
pulse colors.

In machines with variable gap undulators each pulse
wavelength can be independently adjusted in a wide
range by the strength K of the undulators[23]. How-
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ever the LCLS K range is already sufficient to tune the
different slices at the same wavelength, thereby enabling
the multi-stage amplification schemes [16]. Controlling
the dispersion within the second bunch compressor is an
alternative method to produce a tilted beam without us-
ing the over-compression mode or additional hardware.
However, transporting such beam from the bunch com-
pressor to the undulator line can degrade the electron
bunch quality for slices travelling off-axis, and the energy
stabilization would no longer be superior to the one pro-
vided by the slotted foil. In summary, we demonstrated
a dispersion-based Fresh-slice scheme readily available at
any XFEL facility without additional hardware. Con-
trol of the required dispersion, energy chirp and orbit
are simple to be implemented and the scheme offers im-
proved spectral stability. The latter feature is valuable
for experiments requiring wavelength stability in a short
pulse and multi-stage self-seeding schemes [33].

This work has been supported by DOE contract #DE-
AC02-76SF00515. The authors thank the operators of
LCLS for their excellent handling of the machine and
Sandra Guetg for proofreading the manuscript. Further-
more, the authors thank Uwe Bergmann for fruitfull dis-
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